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ABSTRACT
This paper describes how to find or filter high-quality ideas
submitted by members collaborating together in online com-
munities. Typical means of organizing community submis-
sions, such as aggregating community or crowd votes, suf-
fer from the cold-start problem, the rich-get-richer problem,
and the sparsity problem. To circumvent those, our approach
learns a ranking model that combines 1) community feed-
back, 2) idea uniqueness, and 3) text features—e.g., readabil-
ity, coherence, semantics, etc. This model can then rank or-
der submissions by expected quality, supporting community
members in finding content that can inspire them and improve
collaboration among members.

As illustrative example, we demonstrate the model on
OpenIDEO—a collaborative community where high-quality
submissions are rewarded by winning design challenges. We
find that the proposed ranking model finds winning ideas
more effectively than existing ranking techniques (comment
sorting), as measured using both Discounted Cumulative
Gain and human perceptions of idea quality. We also iden-
tify the elements of winning ideas that were highly predictive
of subsequent success: 1) engagement with community feed-
back, 2) submission length, and 3) a submission’s uniqueness.
Ultimately, our approach enables community members and
managers to more effectively manage creative stimuli created
by large collaborative communities.
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INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
Online communities have changed the way people collabo-
rate and work together: thousands of people can pursue goals
together at a previously impossible scale. For example, in
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online communities, members can build off of high quality
ideas submitted by others to produce new knowledge bases
(e.g., Wikipedia), answer questions [38], create music [36],
and even produce real-world products and services—e.g.,
OpenIDEO, Threadless, Local Motors, etc. [5, 22, 30].

This scale, however, creates new challenges for cooperative
work. For example, in a sea of thousands, how can someone
sift through ideas to find high quality submissions they can
build upon or be inspired by? How does one find the nee-
dles in the submission haystack? (Or at least remove vast
quantities of hay before one starts searching.) We review
both human and automated techniques to do this, and then
propose and validate a model that combines the strengths of
both. Specifically, this paper focuses on applications to online
design communities—communities where members collabo-
rate together on designing a new product or service—because
those communities rely on being able to build upon and
become inspired by high quality ideas. However, the ap-
proach used here could also extend to other collaborative
work communities where filtering submissions by a quality
metric could improves work outcomes.

Leveraging Humans
One common approach to managing community submissions
is to use those same communities on themselves: leverage
crowds of people to both submit ideas as well as then fil-
ter and sort ideas. The simplest and most common approach
asks the crowd to vote on ideas and then orders ideas by vote
count. While easy to implement and widely used, it struggles
in several cases: 1) The cold-start problem—if ideas have no
votes yet, how does one initially sort ideas or assign them to
members for voting? [23] 2) The rich-get-richer problem—if
you cannot force members to see randomized submissions,
members may only visit (and vote on) already highly voted
ideas, thus biasing vote counts [21]; and 3) The sparsity prob-
lem—even if you have a large, involved community with ran-
domized assignments, members may still never assess some
ideas due to fatigue or lack of bandwidth, leaving a large
number of ideas without any ratings.

Past work has sought to use humans to mitigate the above
problems in two complementary ways. First, one might break
down a complex task (like understanding, organizing, and rat-
ing ideas) into several smaller, simpler, and compartmental-
ized tasks that can be handled by additional workers—for ex-
ample, assembling document summaries [3] or topical out-
lines [27]. Such approaches are effective provided such a
task decomposition is possible, and that one can access and
support a sufficiently large pool of qualified workers. Sec-



ond, one might use experts or community leaders to focus the
efforts of the community—to search in specific parts of the
haystack (to license our analogy)—for example, in develop-
ing short stories [19], writing customer reviews [11], and idea
generation [8]. This latter approach efficiently uses a given
pool of workers by better directing their limited efforts, but
requires experts to 1) shepherd different community mem-
bers through tasks and 2) to know apriori (or to be able to
rapidly screen) what makes submissions high quality. Those
conditions may not be scalable or possible.

Leveraging Machines
Another common approach attempts to fully automate quality
assessment through numerical models. The most common in-
put—and the one this paper considers—uses the submission’s
text. For example, many studies on the relationship between
superficial text features like word count and essay scores have
found a positive relationship between the two [6]. In [20], Ko-
brin et al. discuss the relationship between length of response
and scores on the SAT Essay and show that 39% of variance
in essay scores are explained by the number of words used.
Other similar studies where superficial features are predictive
of quality ratings by experts are found in funding proposals
[2] and resource quality for educational digital libraries [4].

In [17], the authors study the Webby awards dataset to judge
good website designs and conclude that superficial metrics
like number of fonts and word count are capable of predicting
experts judgements. They provide two possible explanations
for this behavior. First is a possible causal relationship be-
tween superficial metrics and deeper aspects of information
architecture. The second explanation assumes that high qual-
ity in superficial attributes is generally accompanied by high
quality in all aspects of a work. In other words, text features
correlate well with quality work overall, and hence are good
predictors even if they are not necessarily causal.

Different groups have also tried to predict whether or not an
article will be featured on Wikipedia by using features such as
complex words and readability indexes [39]. They found that
simply predicting that articles longer than 2000 words will be
featured achieves 96.3% accuracy. Computational models of
quality have also focused specifically on readability [12] and
coherence [16]. These types of measures have been used as
features to train supervised machine learning models to pre-
dict human readers judgement [33] or in tasks such as demon-
strating that discourse relations are strongly associated with
the perceived quality of text [26].

Combining Humans and Machines
A third approach—and the one this paper adopts—is to com-
bine the capabilities of humans and machines to play to their
respective strengths. For example, Chan et al. [7] find that
combining machine and human idea suggestions improves
idea generation overall, compared to just human suggestions.
Likewise, Siangliulue et al. [37] first use human crowds to
compare pairs of idea, but then use metric-learning algo-
rithms on that comparison data to project ideas into a 2D
plane for exploration. They find that doing so allows people

to find more diverse ideas. While that work addressed diver-
sity, this work addresses quality estimation. Fuge et al. [13]
find that combining content features and human rating rec-
ommends better design methods than either aspect indepen-
dently. Lastly, a more distant, but related field is in using
human feedback to guide machine learning techniques. A
representative example is Flock by Cheng and Bernstein [9],
which uses humans to help iteratively guide and label features
for a classifier. While our work does not do this classifier in-
trospection interactively, the approach used in Flock could be
used to speed up and improve quality estimation in the future.

Scope and Contributions of this Paper
This paper proposes a complementary approach that com-
bines the nuance of community participation with the scal-
ability of automated filtering techniques: it builds a predic-
tive model based on past submissions that can rank order new
ideas by expected quality. In doing so, the model aims to pro-
vide higher-quality inspirations for community members, in
turn supporting better collaborative work. Specifically, this
paper answers two questions:

Q1 Compared to existing alternatives, such as comment sort-
ing, how effectively do model-based rankings capture high-
quality ideas, as judged by both whether they win a chal-
lenge and via human evaluation?

Q2 What aspects of submissions are highly influential at pre-
dicting quality scores, as judged by the ranking model?

To answer these questions, the paper analyzes community
feedback, idea uniqueness, and text features from submis-
sions on OpenIDEO [22] and then uses Gradient Boosted
Trees to 1) understand which of those features predict high
quality submissions, and 2) rank-order submissions by qual-
ity and compare that quality order to one of OpenIDEO’s
existing filters. We verify those results by comparing both
discounted cumulative gain and human evaluation of ranked
lists.

METHODOLOGY
Our approach to recommending a ranked list of ideas con-
sists of three steps. First, we calculate a set of features repre-
senting different aspects of an idea like uniqueness, readabil-
ity, coherence, and semantics. Second, we partition ideas by
our proxy measure for quality: we assume that higher quality
ideas are the ones that the OpenIDEO members advance to
the Evaluation and Winner stages in the challenge—we ex-
plain these different stages below. Lastly, we divide the ideas
into a training and test set and use Gradient Boosted Trees to
predict the winning ideas. Given a trained classifier, we can
apply it to unseen challenges and use the classification scores
to rank order new ideas.

To evaluate that ranking, we use normalized Discounted Cu-
mulative Gain (DCG), where relevance is 1 if the idea is a
winner and 0 otherwise. (Alternatively, one can give rele-
vance weight to both winning ideas as well as those that make
it to the evaluation stage—doing so does not substantively
change our below results.)



Dataset
We use 14 challenges summarized in Table 4 with 3918
ideas from completed challenges on OpenIDEO, an online
design community where members design products, ser-
vices, and experiences to solve broad social problems [22,
14]. OpenIDEO challenges have a problem description and
stages—e.g., Research, Ideas, Applause, Refinement, Eval-
uation, and Winners—to refine and select a small subset of
winning ideas. During the Ideas stage, participants generate
and view hundreds to thousands of design ideas; in practice,
the number of submissions make exhaustive review (even of
the titles) impossible—e.g., for a medium-sized challenge of
≈ 500 ideas, it would take a person over 40 hours to read all
idea entries). Our model aims to improve this stage by or-
dering or filtering ideas by quality, so that community mem-
bers can review a manageable number of high-quality inspira-
tions. During and after the Ideas stage, submitted ideas accrue
views, applause, and comments as other participants provide
feedback. Eventually a subset of ideas (≈ 20−50) advance to
the Evaluation stage, and then a further subset ((≈ 10 − 15)
advance to the Winners stage (see Table 4).

For each idea, we capture the following data at a common
snapshot in time: 1) the text describing the idea, 2) the num-
ber and timestamp of any comments left on that idea, and 3)
whether the idea advanced to the Evaluation or Winner stage.
While there are various other data for each idea—the amount
of applause, number of views, citation information, author
statistics (location, site usage)—many of these features can
change over time (even after the challenge has closed) and
thus would be unfair indicators for a classifier focused on
predicting unseen challenges. For example, winning ideas,
given added publicity on the site after the fact, (expectedly)
receive heavy view and applause once the challenge ends. For
our analysis, we only use idea features that remain essentially
static after once ideas enter the evaluation stage.

Idea Features
We use many features which may indicate the quality of an
idea, broadly divided into the following groups:

Community Feedback These features indicate the response
an idea receives from the OpenIDEO community. For ex-
ample, a large number of comments received by an idea
(prior to the Evaluation or Winning stage) indicates that
the community is interested in the idea. Applause and view
count, while valid measures of interest, are biased because
1) applause and views for winning ideas accrue over time
as they proceeded to subsequent stages while other ideas
do not (complicating post-challenge analysis since we do
not have applause or views over time), and 2) OpenIDEO
allows sorting by applause and views exacerbating the rich-
get-richer problem and inflating low-effort measures like
applause and views. For comment counts, winning ideas
may accrue many comments congratulating them on their
success. However, we estimated the evaluation stage’s start
date for each challenge and counted only comments before
it using their timestamp. We refer to this modified qual-
ity feature as comment count. Figure 1 shows the box plot
of comment count for 1) winning ideas, 2) evaluated ideas

that did not win, and 3) all other ideas. As expected, on
average winning ideas received more comments even be-
fore the announcement of evaluation stage results indicat-
ing that the community found them more interesting.

Author location OpenIDEO challenges received submis-
sions from 87 countries. We found that 42% submissions
come from the United States, which is understandable as
OpenIDEO is a US based company. While a large propor-
tion of submissions choose not to indicate the home coun-
try, English speaking countries dominated submissions.
We did not find statistical bias for any country in choos-
ing winners or evaluation stage ideas.

Text Descriptors We calculated a set of 22 surface descrip-
tive text features using the Python readability package1, in-
cluding features like word or paragraph complexity, etc.2
Figures 2, 3, and 4 show box plots for three text descrip-
tors that (as we show later) are instrumental in successfully
classifying winners: long words, sentences and vocabulary
size. Each box plot shows the distribution for 1) winning
ideas, 2) evaluated ideas that did not win, and 3) all other
ideas.

Text Readability Readability is what makes some texts eas-
ier to read than others. We use the following readabil-
ity measures—ARI, Coleman-Liau, Flesch Reading Ease,
Gunning Fog Index, Kincaid, LIX, RIX, SMOG Index
[31]. The Python readability package was also used to cal-
culate these eight measures.

Text Coherence Coh-metrix is a computational tool which
analyzes text for cohesion using 108 features mapped to
five principal components: Narrativity, Deep cohesion,
Referential cohesion, Syntactic Simplicity and Word Con-
creteness [28]. These features essentially measure how
well an idea is narrated, the degree to which it contains con-
nectives and conceptual links, how well ideas and words
overlap across sentences, usage of fewer words and sim-
ple structure, and whether the text evokes mental images.
We calculated these features using the online Coh-Metrix
tool 3 [16] and observed that, in general, descriptions of
OpenIDEO idea were less narrative but were well con-
nected (high deep cohesion). Surprisingly, as we show
below, coherence did not strongly influence our model’s
prediction of winners.

Text Semantics In addition to Coh-metrix (Coherence), we
also use the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC)
tool [32]. LIWC compares text to a dictionary that iden-
tifies which words are associated with psychologically-
relevant categories, such as positive and negative emotions,

1https://pypi.python.org/pypi/readability/0.1
2The entire set of readability features are: the number of articles,
number of auxillary verbs, number of characters, characters per
word, number of complex words, number of conjunctions, number
of interrogative words, number of long words with more than 7 char-
acters, nominalization, number of paragraphs, number of preposi-
tion, number of pronouns, number of sentences, sentences per para-
graph, subordination, syllables per word, number of syllables, to be
verbs, type token ratio, number of words, words per sentence and
size of vocabulary.
3http://tool.cohmetrix.com/
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anger, sadness, etc.A complete list of the 93 features mea-
sured by LIWC is available at the LIWC website.4 These
capture higher-level semantics regarding the content and
tone of the ideas. LIWC features have been used in a wide
array of application areas ranging from predicting student
course performance [34], identifying sarcasm on Twitter
[15] to web-based depression treatment [10].

Idea Uniqueness So far, the above features calculated prop-
erties of an idea by itself. However, realistically the per-
ceived quality of an idea may also depend on how it com-
pares to other ideas within a challenge. Representativeness
measures how similar the idea is to all other ideas in the
collection. The assumption is that ideas which are unique
to an existing set of ideas are more likely to have higher
perceived quality compared to ideas which are similar to
each other [1]. A common way to measure text similar-
ity is through network models like TextRank [29], Graph
approaches [24], and sub-modular functions [25]. We cal-
culated representativeness by applying PageRank to cosine
similarity matrix between idea topic proportions (similar to
TextRank [29]). The idea topic proportions were estimated
using Latent Dirichlet Allocation. The representativeness
values were calculated for each challenge separately and
then normalized due to different sizes of challenges. Fig-
ure 5 shows the box plot of normalized representativeness
metric, where winning ideas and evaluation stage ideas are
more unique.

We purposefully select only those features which can be di-
rectly estimated for new challenges and ideas, since in prac-
tice new submissions will not have applause, views, or other
such history-dependent measures. Features like unigrams, bi-
grams, and topic proportions were purposefully not included
in this analysis.

For example, new challenges may use a vocabulary which is
domain specific and may not completely overlap with trained
model vocabulary. This was the reason we did not add uni-
grams or TF-IDF in our analysis. Secondly, adding such fea-
tures leads to a large increase in the input dimensions (3488
features compared to 319 features finally used). For brevity,
we did not report classification results with TF-IDF or topic
proportion features added, but they did not provide any sig-
nificant improvement in classification performance.

Classification
The 14 challenges in our dataset had 3918 ideas with 3.5%
of the ideas declared as winners. To address this class im-
balance, we used MATLAB’s RUSBoost algorithm, which
under/over-samples data to balance classes [35]. The method
was selected after comparing most standard classification
methods including decision trees, logistic regression classi-
fiers, discriminant analysis, support vector machines, near-
est neighbour classifiers and ensemble classifiers like Boosted
and Bagged trees. All methods were tested on various com-
bination of test challenges and RUSBoost algorithm was con-
sistently found to be better at classifying winners.

4http://liwc.wpengine.com/compare-dictionaries/

Figure 1. Comment count distribution. On average, winning ideas re-
ceived 12 comments at the end of first stage compared to 9 comments for
evaluation stage ideas and only 3 comments in initial stage ideas

Figure 2. Long words distribution. On average, winning ideas contain
332 long words compared to 296 in evaluation stage ideas and 116 in
initial stage ideas

We divided the dataset into 11 challenges for training and 3
challenges for testing and used 5-fold cross-validation. Note
that we did not split ideas within a challenge between training
and testing data but kept completely new challenges as the test
set. An alternate approach would be to randomly split ideas
from the bucket of all 3918 ideas, however such splitting will
give artificially higher classification performance due to some
challenge specific properties being manifested in the training
set. Instead, we chose the more rigorous and realistic setting
of only testing on completely unseen challenges.

Discounted Cumulative Gain
Normalized discounted cumulative gain (nDCG) measures
the performance of a recommendation system based on the
graded relevance of the recommended entities [18]. It varies
from 0 to 1, with 1 representing the ideal ranking. This met-
ric is commonly used in information retrieval to evaluate the
performance of recommender systems. If k is the maximum
number of entities that can be recommended, then DCG is

http://liwc.wpengine.com/compare-dictionaries/


Figure 3. Distribution of number of sentences. On average, winning
ideas contained 70 sentences compared to 60 sentences for evaluation
stage ideas and only 26 sentences for initial stage ideas

Figure 4. Distribution of vocabulary size. On average, winning ideas
used a large vocabulary of 471 unique words compared to 427 words for
evaluation stage ideas and only 215 words for initial stage ideas

given by:

DCGk =

k∑
i=1

2reli − 1
log2(i + 1)

(1)

IDCGk is defined as the maximum possible (ideal) DCG for
a given set of ideas. Hence normalized DCG is given by:

nDCGk =
DCGk

IDCGk
(2)

We evaluate our methodology using two different definitions
of relevance defined in Equation 3 and 4.

reli =

{
1, if Idea i is Winner
0, otherwise

(3)

To get an intuitive understanding of DCGk, consider the fol-
lowing example. Assume that a challenge has total 5 winners
and that we get two ranked lists of 10 ideas each using method
A and method B. List 1 is [1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1] where 1
indicates if the idea recommended is winning idea and 0 is a

Figure 5. Distribution of normalized representativeness. Negative values
show unique ideas while positive values are for ideas which are similar
to most other ideas within the challenge. On average, winning ideas are
more unique.

non-winning idea. List 2 is [0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1]. While
both lists have a total four winners, List 1 has more winners
towards the start of the list. Using Equation 2, DCG10 for
List 1 equals 2.35 and DCG10 for List 2 equals 1.65. Here,
an ideal list will be [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] where all win-
ners are at the start of the list and IDCG10 is 2.9485. Hence,
nDCG10 for List 1 is 0.92 while for List 2 is 0.64. Using this
metric, Method A will be a preferred method as it provides
more winners early on. We use nDCGk below to compare
different methods for recommending ideas. Later, it is also
shown that nDCG is more robust to inter-rater differences.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We begin our results by presenting general classification ac-
curacy of the model in predicting winners. Discussions on
important features show how feature importance can pro-
vide cues to underlying processes in winner selection. Hav-
ing demonstrated the classifier performance, we show supe-
rior nDCG performance for our proposed model over cur-
rent OpenIDEO ranking methods and finally superior perfor-
mance on human evaluated idea quality for our method over
current OpenIDEO ranking methods is shown.

Predicting Winners
We used the following set of 319 features for the classification
problem—LIWC (93 features), Coh Metrix (107 features),
Text Descriptive (22 features), Readability (8 features), Au-
thor Location (88 binary features), Normalized Representa-
tiveness (1 feature) and Corrected Comment count (1 feature)

For the first part of analysis, challenges 3, 5, and 13 in Table 4
were randomly chosen for testing and remaining were used as
training data. This led to 3442 ideas in training set and 550
ideas in test set with 26 winners in the test set. The results of
the classification model to predict winners from all ideas are
summarized in Table 1. The method captures 20 winners out
of 26 true winners from the three test challenges achieving a
recall value of 0.77 and precision of 0.19.



To further investigate the performance of the classifier and
key factors which were instrumental in identifying the win-
ners, we looked into the predictor importance. Predictor im-
portance was estimated for trees by summing changes in the
mean squared error due to splits on every predictor and di-
viding the sum by the number of branch nodes. This sum
is taken over best splits found at each branch node using the
“predictorImportance” MATLAB function.

Comments, Sentences, and Long words were found to be the
most important features in classifying winners as shown in
Fig. 6. This is also evident from the box plots shown be-
fore, where winners were easily distinguishable from other
ideas for these features. Surprisingly, out of 319 features, 298
features had zero predictor importance in classification while
significant contribution was made by only three features. Text
coherence measured by Coh-metrix, semantic meaning mea-
sured by LIWC and most other surface readability measure
had little contribution in winner and evaluation ideas identifi-
cation.

Among the top three features, comments is an indicator of
feedback received by community, showing winning is posi-
tively correlated with amount of feedback from community
members. The remaining important predictive text descriptor
features like sentences, long words, and word types were all
strongly correlated with each other and dependent on docu-
ment length. For instance, sentence count was strongly cor-
related (Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient > 0.8) with
number of characters, number of complex words, number
of long words, number of syllables, number of to be verbs,
number of words, and size of vocabulary. Count of long
words strongly correlated (Pearson’s linear correlation coef-
ficient > 0.8) with count of auxillary verbs, characters, com-
plex words, nominalization, sentences, syllables, to be verbs,
words, and size of vocabulary. In essence, these correlated
features substitute for and predict one another, with the clas-
sifier using those features to encode overall idea length.

Overall, winning ideas across OpenIDEO challenges get
more user feedback and are longer documents with many sen-
tences, longer words, and a larger vocabulary. They also tend
to have unique topics compared to other ideas. While in-
creased community engagement and uniqueness both seem
like understandable winning qualities, the impact of text
surface characteristics like length on winning ideas seems
counter intuitive. Why should length help predict winners
more than qualities like writing coherence? To understand
this outcome further, we looked at the following questions:

• Are winning ideas actually good quality?

• Does collaboration lead to longer ideas and winning?

Are winning ideas good quality?
Our approach assumes that ideas that reach the latter Evalu-
ation and Winner stages have higher quality on average than
those that do not. Is this assumption reasonable? For exam-
ple, if reviewers are using “lazy” shortcuts like length (in-
dependent of content) to select winners, then high-quality
ideas may not win. For OpenIDEO specifically, many mech-
anisms encourage winning submissions to have high quality:

1) during the evaluation stage, the community members rate
ideas using a common rubric with criteria tied to challenge
requirements; 2) a separate evaluation panel, which includes
the challenge sponsor, discusses and selects the winning ideas
from those evaluated by the community; and 3) certain spon-
sors may award funding to select winning ideas, increasing
the panel’s incentive to select the highest quality ideas ad-
dressing the challenge brief. These processes help winning
ideas become high-quality, and vice versa. This may not
be the case for other types of collaborative communities or
crowd work, especially in cases where reviewers are rewarded
for volume of work (such as in Amazon’s Mechanical Turk),
and special quality safe-guards should be put in place if some-
one wanted to apply our approach to those communities.

Does collaboration lead to longer ideas and winning?
Even if winning ideas are high-quality, does an idea’s length
really increase the chance of winning? In other words, is
length a likely causal factor or is it merely correlated with an
unseen latent factor, like the amount of time a user spends on
refining the idea? Since our classifier model is purely predic-
tive, it cannot measure such causal effects directly. To shed
light on this question, however, we can consider two qualita-
tive examples where winning and non-winning ideas had oth-
erwise similar features except for length or comment count.

Similar length
For the first case, we compare two ideas—the first did not win
while the second did—that had similar length and uniqueness,
but differed in their comment counts. These ideas came from
challenge five, which focused on increasing health outcomes
(such as fitness, nutrition, etc.) in sedentary workplaces.5 The
two ideas and their summary sentences are:

1. Healthy Trucker Alliance Spreads the Word, Connects
Drivers: Health statistics among truckers have been alarm-
ing, but more and more truckers are adopting positive
changes. If drivers committing to healthy change displayed
a standard placard logo at the tail of their rig, this might
help the trend “go viral”.6

2. Climbing Mount Everest, one step at a time: Let’s enroll
organisations in a fitness challenge to climb the equivalent
height of Mt. Everest (and other similar challenges), a total
of 58,070 steps, by walking, running, biking, taking the
stairs. Also, add a competitive and fundraising element.7

When qualitatively comparing the commenting behavior be-
tween the two ideas, we noticed two possible reasons behind
the second idea progressing: 1) the impact of community en-
gagement, and 2) time spent on task.

First, the winning idea (Everest) initially attracted more com-
munity feedback comments (17 comments) compared to the
5https://challenges.openideo.com/challenge/
well-work/brief
6https://challenges.openideo.com/
challenge/well-work/concepting/
healthy-trucker-alliance-spreads-the-word-connects-drivers/
7https://challenges.openideo.com/
challenge/well-work/concepting/
climbing-mount-everest-one-step-at-a-time/

https://challenges.openideo.com/challenge/well-work/brief
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Healthy Trucker idea (4 comments). More importantly, the
author continuously engaged the community by replying to
comments and updating the idea to incorporate their sug-
gestions. This led to a final tally of 86 total comments for
the idea, with 35 comments from the author himself. While
OpenIDEO does not provide revision history, we noticed that
the author’s replies in the comments often mentioned up-
dates and additions he made to the idea. This behavior likely
increased the document length as the challenge progressed.
Comparing this behavior to winning ideas from different
challenges, we found similar engagement patterns wherein
the authors engaged the community and updated their idea.
Ideas which were long but received no community engage-
ment, either due to lack of response from the author or lack of
interest by the community, did not progress to further stages.
This provides a possible explanation behind winning ideas
being generally longer with more comment counts: increased
engagement causes updates, which in turn increase length.

Second, long ideas can indicate time spent on task by the au-
thor (i.e., effort) regardless of community feedback. A writer
who spends more time refining his or her idea may, by virtue
of covering more details, result in longer documents overall.
Without complete revision history, however, this time on task
is difficult and complicated to measure reliably. Time on task
clearly increased when authors responded to comments and
updated their idea, however we cannot readily identify the in-
verse case (lots of effort but few comments) without making
many (potentially incorrect) assumptions about how that time
manifests itself in the submission (e.g., in better grammar,
more uniform coverage of challenge requirements, etc.).

Similar comment count
To complement the above, we also compared a sets of ideas
that had similar comment counts, but differed in length.
Specifically, we looked at two ideas “On your way home”8

and “The ultimative fitness software”9 from the above fitness
challenge. The ‘Fitness software’ idea did not reach evalua-
tion or winning stage while ‘On your way home’ did. While
both had same number of comments before the evaluation
stage, the non-winning idea was actually longer (109 sen-
tences) than the winning idea (70 sentences), which at first
glance seems counter to our above results. The difference
lies in how the authors used that community feedback.

The winning idea’s author regularly revised the idea to in-
corporate community suggestions as indicated by comment
replies (20 comments by author) (even changing the title to
reflect the updates). In contrast, for the non-winning idea (fit-
ness software), the idea’s ‘last modified date’ occurred before
the first comment, indicating the idea was not revised based
on the feedback. While anecdotal, this again demonstrates
that although document length and comments are important
features for predicting winners, they might be caused by un-
derlying factors like community engagement and idea revi-
sion, rather than purely time on task. In practice, community
8https://challenges.openideo.com/challenge/
well-work/concepting/on-your-way-home
9https://challenges.openideo.com/
challenge/well-work/concepting/
the-ultimative-fitness-software-

engagement and authors effort (through time-on-task) likely
interact to cause advancement to the winning stage (though
our current model cannot prove this causality). Hence, com-
ments lead to co-creation, which lead to longer and better
ideas. We also explored interaction effects between com-
ments and sentences by isolating features, but no significant
effect was found on the model performance. Another alterna-
tive explanation is large number of comments may increase
the visibility of an idea, leading to preferential attachment.
Unfortunately, due to lack of time series data we did not study
preferential attachment by members.

Predictive performance when removing features
Using all features, the trained classifier achieves an 81% re-
duction in total ideas that communities need to process while
still captureing 77% of the winning ideas for new challenges.
One can use this classifier to filter ideas by quality (as mea-
sured by likelihood of winning). The results hold if we
shift the goal from predicting winners to predicting ideas that
reach the evaluation stage: Table 2 show that we achieve re-
call of 0.68 and precision of 0.39 for test challenges, while
the important predictors remain Comments, Sentences, Long
words, Size of vocabulary and Representativeness. While we
only present one particular set of test challenges for clarity,
these results hold across for different training and test chal-
lenges. First, however, we compare how the predictive model
performance changes as we remove high-importance features
(such as comment count and length), causing the classifier to
differentiate winning versus non-winning submissions among
different factors.

First, we eliminated comment count as a quality feature. The
model still achieved a reduction of 75% in total ideas and cap-
tured 77% winning ideas for test set with challenges 3, 5 and
13. Second, we also eliminated any features directly related
to document length, such as number of sentences, etc.We
kept any text features that were normalized by the number
of words, since this should minimize dependence on length.
Under these conditions, the precision dropped to 0.12 while
recall was 0.81 for test challenges. Important predictors are
shown in Fig. 7. Given no knowledge of comment count or
length, the classifier differentiated ideas by whether they were
unique and easy to read.

Under this reduced model, idea uniqueness, as measured by
text representativeness, was the most important predictor. As
one would expect, winning ideas are generally not similar to
most other ideas. This factor of uniqueness may also have
attracted community attention to such ideas.

Next, the model selected two text coherence features relating
to lexical diversity to differentiate winners. Lexical diversity
is measured by two features (type-token ratio and LD-VOC)
that essentially encode whether the document uses similar
words throughout the document. Text with low lexical diver-
sity are less complex and easier to read (all other things being
equal). The model also used LIWC features for informal lan-
guage such as netspeak (words like ‘btw’, ‘lol’, ‘thx’) or a
lower percentage of common dictionary words (i.e., informal
words or unique words specific to an idea like place or person
pronouns). Some punctuation features like colons and apos-

https://challenges.openideo.com/challenge/well-work/concepting/on-your-way-home
https://challenges.openideo.com/challenge/well-work/concepting/on-your-way-home
https://challenges.openideo.com/challenge/well-work/concepting/the-ultimative-fitness-software-
https://challenges.openideo.com/challenge/well-work/concepting/the-ultimative-fitness-software-
https://challenges.openideo.com/challenge/well-work/concepting/the-ultimative-fitness-software-


Figure 6. Feature importance in the model for winner prediction in Ta-
ble 1. The number of comments, sentences, and long words are the most
predominant features while 307 of 319 features have little importance.

trophes (normalized by document length) were also impor-
tant. While this analysis showed easier language and unique
ideas were more likely to win, we believe that some of these
features might be indirectly affected by document length. For
example, usage of colon was mostly in long documents to
provide hyperlinks and lists of action items. This can be ver-
ified from the previously discussed winning idea, ‘Climbing
Mount Everest, one step at a time’, which had a high score on
colons, but mostly due to listing items and providing hyper-
links. Shorter documents might not have such features. We
should ultimately take the above observations with a grain
of salt, however, because although these results seem reason-
able, those features do not meaningfully alter the classifica-
tion performance when compared to features like comment
count, length, or uniqueness.

While predicting winners gives useful insight into the model,
our main goal is to rank order ideas so that design community
participants can gain inspiration from such ideas during a new
challenge. We explore this facet in the next section by using
ranked list metrics. In the rest of the paper, we use the full set
of features to rank ideas.

Prediction

Validation Testing

0 1 0 1
Non-Winner 2773 481 441 83
True Winner 44 70 6 20

Table 1. Confusion matrix for Validation and Test data for Winners

Figure 7. Feature importance in the reduced model (without comment
or document length features).

Prediction

Validation Testing

0 1 0 1
Non-Winner 2681 415 427 63
True Winner 111 161 19 41

Table 2. Confusion matrix for Validation and Test data for Evaluations

Ranking Ideas
To ensure that prediction performance holds across various
test challenges, we ran our model over every possible permu-
tation of 3 test and 11 training challenges—a total 364 dif-
ferent train/test combinations. A more realistic performance
measure is the rank order of ideas by quality and not predict-
ing winners. For this we use nDCGk, as defined before in
Equation 1.

To compare the classification results, we obtain two lists.
First list uses the default OpenIDEO ranking of sorting ideas
by comment count—this acts as our baseline. For the second
list, we rank order all ideas according to our model’s classi-
fication score. Here, classification score is the probability of
observing an instance of winning class in the leaves of the
Gradient Boosted Tree. We use nDCGp to compare perfor-
mance for the two lists using relevance defined in Equation 3.
An ideal list for a challenge using this relevance should be
rank ordered to contain all winners first, followed by all other
ideas. Such a list will have maximum DCG and will be used
to normalize DCG for comparison across challenges using
Equation 2.

We calculate the nDCGp(i, j) for each challenge in training and
test data for each of the 364 permutations. This gives a ma-



trix of 364 × 14 DCG values. Here p(i, j) is the size of the
challenge j for model i for a ranking of all ideas. Figure 8
shows the comparisons for 364 different permutations for
training and test challenges using box plots. Here, nDCGp is
first calculated for each challenge in the training set and then
the challenges are averaged to calculate the average model
nDCGp for training and test set. On average the classifier
provides significantly better mean nDCG values compared to
sorting by comments.10

On browsing the OpenIDEO challenges, the first page of any
challenge shows 21 ideas irrespective of the size of the chal-
lenge. To check how the two lists compared in providing
ranked recommendations only on the first page we also calcu-
lated nDCG21. This essentially captures how many winners
are captured on the first page of recommendations by a list.
Figure 9 shows the corresponding results, with the classifier
performing better than ranked comments.11 Using different
values of list length does not substantively change the results.

If we consider both winning ideas and evaluated ideas to rep-
resent quality, we can use the alternative measure of relevance
for DCG defined in Equation 4. We used 0.4 as relevance of
idea reaching evaluation stage. The value was estimated to by
considering the proportion of ideas that reach evaluation stage
compared to number of winners across all 14 challenges.

reli =


1, if Idea i is Winner
0.4, if Idea i only reached Evaluation
0, otherwise

(4)

Figure 10 shows the comparison of the two lists for nDCG21
using both winners and evaluation ideas. Again, even though
the classification model was trained to predict winners only,
it also captures more evaluation stage ideas in first 21 en-
tries for different challenges compared to sorting by comment
counts12. This indicates that the model is capturing some pre-
dictive power for quality (again assuming that evaluated ideas
have higher quality on average than non-evaluated ideas).

So far, we have averaged the performance for the test and
training sets for all 364 cases. However, the classifier perfor-
mance naturally varies across different challenges. Figure 11
shows the nDCG values using relevance from Equation 4 for
each challenge (both test and train) for all the 364 models.
Winners for challenges 2, 3, 4, and 13 are consistently easy
to predict while some challenges like 1, 12, and 14 are dif-
ficult to predict. The nDCG21 values for comment counts
are also shown for each challenge using the diamond marker.
We found that on average, challenges 12 and 14 had un-
usually small document lengths (less than 20 sentences) and
less comment count compared to other challenges. Similarly,
challenge 1 had very high sentence count (on average more
than 40 sentences) compared to other challenges. Hence, the
classifier found it difficult to predict winners in these outlier
challenges. Understanding what differentiates quality across
challenges, factors for lesser community engagement in some

10two-sample t-test, N = 364, ∆DCG = 0.073, p = 4.51 × 10−61

11two-sample t-test, N = 364, ∆DCG = 0.042, p = 5.63 × 10−09

12two-sample t-test, N = 364, ∆DCG = 0.020, p = 0.005

Figure 8. Mean DCGall of all 364 cases for Validation and Testing
datasets to compare classifier and comment count lists. On average, the
classifier gets a higher nDCG

Figure 9. Mean DCG21 of all 364 cases for Validation and Testing and
comparison of classification and comment count lists. On average, the
classifier gets more winning ideas in the first 21 recommendations across
challenges for different models

challenges and shorter ideas would be an interesting avenue
for future work which our limited set of features did not cap-
ture.

Human Evaluation
So far, we have assumed that winning ideas are a metric of
high quality and used it as the relevance measure for an idea.
However, to verify this assumption, we tested whether ac-
tual humans thought the higher nDCG lists had higher qual-
ity overall. Four evaluators were given links to two ranked
list of 10 OpenIDEO ideas each from challenge 5 (”How
might we create healthy communities within and beyond the
workplace?”). Two of these evaluators were professors and
other two were graduate students. Three of the four eval-
uators had previous experience with design ideas typical of
those on OpenIDEO. List 1 contained 10 ideas sorted by com-
ments—the default OpenIDEO sorting order—while List 2
was sorted by classification scores for model trained using
test cases 3, 5, and 13 discussed earlier.



Figure 10. Mean DCG21 with relevance including evaluation ideas for all
364 cases for Validation and Testing and comparison of classification and
comment count lists. On average, the classifier recommends more win-
ning and evaluation stage ideas in the first 21 recommendations across
challenges for different models

Figure 11. Mean DCG21 for each challenge using relevance formulation
from Equation 4 showing some challenges are always difficult to predict.
The comment count DCG21 is also shown for the challenges by diamond
markers.

Each evaluator scored ideas on a Likert scale of 1 to 5 for
the quality of the idea as it relates to the challenge brief. We
provided them with the challenge brief and explicit instruc-
tions to ignore applauds, views, comments, or challenge sta-
tus while reviewing ideas. On average, evaluators took 40
minutes to rate the two lists.

The average rating for List 1 (comment sorting) was 3.08
while for List 2 (our model) was 3.50. Comparing the distri-
butions of raw quality ratings across all four evaluators, List
1 and 2 did not differ significantly.13 However, rather than
averages, we are more interested in whether the quality rank-
ings improve. To compare nDCG10 the Likert ratings were
scaled between 0 to 1 and relevance defined as:

reli = Scaled Likert rating for idea at position i (5)

13two-sample t-test, N = 4, ∆DCG = 0.42, p = 0.13

Table lists the corresponding nDCG10 values for each eval-
uator. The classifier (List 2) consistently produced a better
ranking than comment count sorting (List 1). List 2 received
better average ratings and also placed higher rated ideas fur-
ther up the list compared to List 1.14 While the classifier was
trained to predict only winners, the corresponding evaluator
ratings illustrate that it likely captures an independent sub-
jective measure of quality, at least compared to the current
OpenIDEO default of ordering by comment counts.

The subjective nature of ordinal ratings meant that inter-rater
reliability (IRR) tests (e.g., Linear weighed Cohen’s Kappa
0.01 and observed agreement 0.72 between 1 and 4) showed
only slight agreement between raters. However, such IRR
tests compare absolute magnitudes of ratings which naturally
vary by rater (e.g., two raters may have different standards for
what deserves a ‘5’ rating or a ‘1’ rating, even if they agree on
which idea is best or worst). Comparing the evaluator agree-
ment among nDCG values accounts for this by only compar-
ing rank orders. The rank orders for three evaluators (1, 3,
and 4) were largely consistent, while one evaluator (2—the
one without experience rating design ideas) disagreed with
the rankings. With the current sample size it is difficult to
read too deeply into these comparisons. However, they do
provide some evidence that winning ideas do match human
judgements of quality, and that the classifier outperformed
standard comment sorting.

Evaluator
List 1 2 3 4 Mean DCG

Comment Count 0.78 0.84 0.72 0.71 0.76
Classifier 0.90 0.80 0.94 0.92 0.89

Table 3. Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain using evaluator qual-
ity ratings as measure of relevance

Use and Limitations
Overall, our results point to an automated means to comple-
ment existing crowd-based methods of idea selection. By
combining the text content of the idea with quality and
uniqueness, our approach can be used directly after idea
submission—avoiding the cold-start problem. Likewise, it
avoids the rich-get-richer problem because it does not rely on
solely on instantaneous popularity of particular ideas within
a challenge. Instead, our approach builds a joint model over
winning ideas across challenges. Finally, it can provide initial
quality ratings to all submissions, regardless of crowd size,
negating (or at least limiting) the sparsity problem.

Our proposed method is limited in several important respects.
First, it assumes that quality is approximated via ideas that
move to progressive stages of a crowd selection process. This
creates a chicken and egg problem: in order to help a crowd
select good ideas—i.e., to avoid the mentioned problems—it
first relies on the crowd having selected reasonably good
ideas! In practice, we believe that existing voting dynamics
are sufficient to move at least some good ideas move forward,
providing a reasonable basis for the model. Combining both
human- and machine-based approaches for estimating quality
should create more value than the sum of their parts.

14two-sample t-test, N = 4, ∆DCG = 0.13, p = 0.023



Second, we were surprised that higher level features, such
as coherence and semantics, did not play a more important
role in defining good ideas. Future, higher-level feature rep-
resentations—e.g., over topical content or functional struc-
tures—might prove more fruitful.

Third, the winning ideas within an OpenIDEO challenge are
not based solely on quality, and include aspects such as diver-
sity, which our proposed model does not attempt to describe.
Combining this approach with other formal models of diverse
idea selection [37] would likely improve results.

CONCLUSION
This paper presented an approach for estimating the quality of
ideas through a classifier than learns to differentiate winning
ideas from non-winning ideas. We found that basic low-level
text features, such as number of sentences and long words,
when combined with the representativeness of a document
(measured in topic space) and the number of comments pro-
vides the most useful ranking information; in contrast, fea-
tures such as writing coherence, semantic meaning (as rep-
resented by LIWC) did not substantively improve rankings.
We also found that our text-based ranking model improves
the ranking performance (as measured through Discounted
Cumulative Gain) when compared to OpenIDEO’s existing
comment ranking. The human evaluations bear similar re-
sults.

These results indicate that text-based quality models of sub-
missions would complement existing approaches to under-
standing and organizing submissions created by collaborative
online workers. The model helps those large groups of work-
ers build productively upon the good ideas of others with-
out becoming burdened by the increasing quantity of sub-
missions. While our data and examples focused on online
design communities, these results could extend to larger col-
laborative working groups provided those groups use a pro-
cedure for robustly measuring the quality of submissions (an
idea easier said than done when dealing with workers paid for
quantity over quality).

Our proposed model could combine the nuanced, subjective
assessments of crowd-driven idea selection with the scalabil-
ity of pre-trained classifiers. While neither approach by itself
is likely to completely solve scalable idea selection, they hold
more promise together than they do separately. By helping
people identify the needles in the crowd haystack, such mod-
els could ultimately improve both the speed and effectiveness
with which large groups of workers collaborate together on
complex tasks.
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